
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Below are guided questions you can ask as you we move forward in the course.  When you can identify and understand how PERSIA 
and Perspectives work together with the main idea, it will be easier to investigate ideas, identify perspectives, communicate ideas, 
and take action.  As you analyze PERSIA and Perspectives during significant time periods, you will have tools to assist you in 
identifying significant connections between categories and how a certain category may dominate a particular time period because of 
a certain set of Perspectives. 

➢ PERSIA connects with Perspectives to give the process of how Progress and Equity was or was not achieved. 

o Everyone does not always have the same definition or perspective of what Progress and Equity should look like because 

of the Money, Power, and Relationships they may or may not have, the experiences they may or may not have went 

through, or the motives or goals that they are striving to achieve. 

▪ Perspectives explain why people either agree or disagree with each other on the idea of Progress and Equity.  The 

more Perspectives discussed, the easier to identify where the agreements and disagreements are. 

➢ As you learn to identify PERSIA and Perspective concepts it is important for you to be able to identify buzz words.   

o Buzz words are hints that let you know what you are looking for.   

o When you identify what you want to investigate, you can focus in on key buzz words to help you find the answers you 

are looking.   

➢ For example, if a student wants to know about Government.   

o The student will choose the question in Political 

o Important Questions to ask/know - Who is in charge?  How did they gain power?  How are the person/people using 

their power? 

▪ Once the person in charge has been identified the questions below can dig deeper with how well the individual 

has led. 
 

▪ How does ideology affect progress? 

▪ How does the idea or belief affect emotions?  

▪ How does emotions affect society? 

▪ How do ideas and beliefs create laws that are equitable and inequitable? 

▪ How do ideas create progress in technology? 

▪ Does society accept the new ideas that are being introduced? 

▪ How does the culture view the idea or belief compared to the society (choose perspective to answer the question)? 

▪ How does society react to the laws that are being enforced? 

▪ How does religion affect cultural, legal, and societal decisions (choose perspective to answer the question)? 

▪ How does societies respond to religious beliefs (choose perspective to answer the question)? 

▪ How does economics affect societies moral decisions (choose perspective to answer the question)? 

▪ How does economics affect how society is governed (choose perspective to answer the question)? 

▪ Does the idea of right and wrong change throughout different societies and cultures? 

Which group feels the idea is a need and which group feels like the idea is a want? 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

BUZZ WORDS ARE WORDS OR PHRASES THAT HELP YOU IDENTIFY WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR.   
USE THE WORDS BELOW TO HELP YOU FIND AND IDENTIFY ISPICE CONCEPTS 

                                  BUZZ WORD COLORS – PERSPECTIVES – SKY BLUE         PERSIA – RED 
Money, Power, and Relationships can be used in exchange for the Perspective and PERSIA concepts when asking the questions below. 

 

POLITICAL/LEGAL/LAWS BUZZ WORDS 
▪ Political Structures & Forms of Governance  
▪ Leaders, Pharaoh, Presidents, King, Emperor,  
▪ Governor, Government Empires, Nations,  
▪ Nationalism, State, Wars, Change, Revolts,  
▪ Rights, and Revolutions Courts, Laws, Codes,  
▪ Legal, Treaties, Diplomacy, Senate,  
▪ House of Representatives, Parliament,  
▪ Congress, Legislature, Jurisdiction, Regional,  
▪ Trans-regional, Global Structures & Organizations  

 

EXPLAINATION: Political is 
about power, who governs 
(make and enforce rules), 
how is power used and 
does the decisions by the 
political leaders affect the 
civilization or society as 
well as other civilizations. 
 

 
 

▪ How does intellectual/ideology affect progress? 
 

▪ How does the idea or belief affect emotions?  
 

▪ How does emotions affect society? 
 

▪ How do ideas and beliefs create laws that are equitable 
and inequitable? 

 
▪ How do ideas create progress in technology? 

 
▪ Does society accept the new ideas that are being 

introduced? 
 

▪ How does the culture view the idea or belief compared to 
the society (choose perspective to answer the question)? 

 
▪ How does society react to the laws that are being 

enforced? 
 

▪ How does religion affect cultural, legal, and societal 
decisions (choose perspective to answer the question)? 

 
▪ How does societies respond to religious beliefs (choose 

perspective to answer the question)? 
 

▪ How does economics affect societies moral decisions 
(choose perspective to answer the question)? 

 
▪ How does economics affect how society is governed 

(choose perspective to answer the question)? 
 

▪ Does the idea of right and wrong change throughout 
different societies and cultures? 

 
▪ Which group feels the idea is a need and which group feels 

the idea is a want? 
 

 

Who is in charge and why?  How and why are decisions affecting society? 

    

ECONOMIC/MONEY BUZZ WORDS 
▪ Agriculture & Pastoral Production  
▪ Labor Systems, Businesses, Panics, Scarcity 
▪ Cost of Technology, Technology Impact  
▪ Movement - People, Goods, and Ideas  
▪ Recession, Depression, Inflation, GDP, GNP 
▪ Industrialization, Commerce, Economy, 
▪ Systems to generate Money/Wealth, Trade,  
▪ Capital/Money, Taxes, Taxation, Tariffs 
▪ Mercantilism, Capitalism, Socialism, Communism  

 

EXPLANATION:  
Economics is about how 
people use whatever 
resources they have to 
produce and distribute 
goods and services.  It is 
about jobs, production, 
money, and markets. 

How do people make their living?  How does economics affect civilizations? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RELIGION/SPIRITUAL/SECULAR/ATHIESM  
BUZZ WORDS 
▪ Holy Books, beliefs/teachings, Faith, deities 
▪ conversion/role of missionaries, sin/salvation,  
▪ “isms”, Religion and Doctrine, god, spirit, afterlife,  
▪ Soul, Heaven, hell, purgatory, religious traditions,  
▪ Founders of belief systems or religions, Logic, 
▪ Science, Secular, World belief, Religion, Doctrine 
 

 

EXPLANATION:  
Religion is about how 
people view God*, 
organize to worship and 
serve God, how moral 
frameworks guide 
people and society.   
 

What do people believe and why?  How can religion help and hurt society? 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

 
SOCIAL/SOCIETY BUZZ WORDS 
▪ Family & Kinship  
▪ Gender Roles and Relations  
▪ Hierarchies, Social Classes  
▪ Social & Economic Classes  
▪ Racial & Ethnic Structures  
▪ Lifestyles  
 

 
EXPLAINATION: 
Social is about how people live with 
other people, what groups (classes, 
gender) they belong to, how people 
interact 
 
 

 
▪ How does intellectual/ideology affect progress? 

 
▪ How does the idea or belief affect emotions?  

 
▪ How does emotions affect society? 

 
▪ How do ideas and beliefs create laws that are equitable 

and inequitable? 
 

▪ How do ideas create progress in technology? 
 

▪ Does society accept the new ideas that are being 
introduced? 

 
▪ How does the culture view the idea or belief compared to 

the society (choose perspective to answer the question)? 
 

▪ How does society react to the laws that are being 
enforced? 

 
▪ How does religion affect cultural, legal, and societal 

decisions (choose perspective to answer the question)? 
 

▪ How does societies respond to religious beliefs (choose 
perspective to answer the question)? 

 
▪ How does economics affect societies moral decisions 

(choose perspective to answer the question)? 
 

▪ How does economics affect how society is governed 
(choose perspective to answer the question)? 

 
▪ Does the idea of right and wrong change throughout 

different societies and cultures? 
 

▪ Which group feels the idea is a need and which group feels 
the idea is a want? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How do people relate to one another?  How does ideologies affect societies? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INTELLECTUAL/ARTISTIC/CULTURE  
BUZZ WORDS 
▪ Art, Music, Literature, Interaction 
▪ Belief Systems, Philosophies, and Ideologies  
▪ Education, Writing, The Arts, Inventions 
▪ Math, Science & Technology, Architect  
▪ Literature, Food, Language, Values 
▪ Religion and Doctrine, Structures 
▪ Theories, Opinion, and Assumptions  
▪ Mindset, Perception and Persuasion  
▪ Ideas, Concepts, and Ideals  
▪ Ethics, morals “isms”, Perspectives  
 

 

EXPLANATION 
Intellectual is the way people 
think about and express their 
knowledge.  Artistic is the ways 
people express their creativity 
through various means (i.e. 
painting, sculpture, 
architecture, literature, music). 
Culture is how a group of people 
thing about and express their 
knowledge. 
 

 

How do we learn?  How do we express ourselves?  How does society express 
themselves? 

 

 
 
 

AREA/GEOGRAPHY/INTERACTION BUZZ WORDS 
▪ Physical (location, region, climate, natural barriers)  
▪ Environment, Demography & Disease  
▪ Movement/Migration, Patterns of Settlement, 
▪ Human-environment interaction 
▪ Technology Impact  
▪ Movement - People, Goods, and Ideas  

 

EXPLANATION: 
Area/Geography is about 
the physical environment 
of the relationship 
between the 
environment and the 
society. 
 
 

How does where we live impact how we live (and vice versa)? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


